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AIM’s Charter is Targeting AFICOMP Success
The AFICOMP Information Management vision is to deliver
a sustainable competitive advantage to AFICOMP by
visibly driving information-based decisions and solutions.
This vision includes making sure that our company is using
data for systematic reasoning to make decisions. It
includes targeting the right people with the right products
and services at the right time. AIM also plays a major role
in developing an understanding the products, clients and
advisors in our current business models.
AIM’s 4 Cornerstone Capabilities: AIM is a knowledge
expert with an extremely broad base of information – and
we know how to use it. By integrating people, tools and
processes, AIM provides the following solutions to
AFICOMP:
‒
‒
‒
‒

Predictive Modeling
Campaign Services
Consultative Services
Measurement Solutions

Competitors are getting significant value from
Predictive Analytics – seeing as much as a 60%
sales lift over firm identified control groups of
advisors and 1.5 to 2 times sales lift over
firm identified advisors.
- Increasing Business Impact with Predictive Analytics,
kasina, Q2 2013

Integrated Financial Services Model: Information from
Client, Advisor, Prospect, Product and Channel are brought
together to drive information-based decisions and strategies
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AIM and the Value of Predictive Analytics
AIM can efficiently and effectively manages data and analysis to improve the sources of decision making,
increase performance and be more competitive using analytics.

AIM can help you target the
right customer with best
offer, using the most cost
effective methods and
channels

Reporting provides a critical
snapshot of number of
clients, AUM, products
owned, number of
wholesaler contacts with
advisors, etc.
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Strategic Areas of Focus for AIM
Long before there were slogans like “Big Data” or “A Smarter Planet” or “High powered Analytics,” AIM was
working to lay the foundations for our company to compete on analytics. At AFICOMP, we see several clear
analytic trends:
1. Consistent increases in volume of requests
2. Greater sophistication in the questions being asked
3. A cultural shift towards using analytics across our organization

AIM’s analytic foundation includes hundreds of data sources, the most complete customer picture in the
industry, a robust prospect warehouse and almost ten years of data and metrics to use in decision making. We
are proud of what we have accomplished and the results are consistently good:
‒

AIM always delivers on time and operates above a six sigma level of quality

‒

We partner well and have established relationships with 500 different AFICOMP Leaders, from ELT to Managers

‒

Our teams are global, virtual and operating effectively

‒

Our processes are auditable and our costs well controlled

‒

AIM people are some of the most satisfied and engaged in the company and the industry
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Fast Forward – Analytics at AFICOMP in 2018
When we defined our first AIM Roadmap in 2008, the world of analytics was vastly different. Facebook was still
in its infancy and the iPhone had just come on the market. Since then, computing power has grown
exponentially and the analytics industry has changed to the point where many industries live and die by the
information they get from analytics.
Over the next five years, the pace will quicken and the companies that use analytics well will reap the rewards.
Those who don’t will follow. While there is some need for continued investment to stay current with our
platforms, we see the need to invest more in understanding and exploring what’s possible.
• Big Data
‒

Emerging technologies will continue to expand data and re-define what’s possible

‒

Data from mobile and social media solutions will be born that require real time analytics

‒

AFICOMP data solutions will be more dynamic and integrated

‒

AIM will have a bridge to Technologies and real time scoring in key business processes

• Evolving Technology
‒

The technology will be faster, cheaper and easier to use

‒

Extend value of CETARS past AIM, Banking and Cash Solutions and Compliance

‒

Analytic software solutions like R will be more visual and evolve to change current standards

‒

The way data is managed changes to handle volumes, integrate views and maintain security (e.g., Hadoop)

• Vendors and Partners
‒

There are many evolving players – Accent, McKimikii, etc. are all accelerating their presence in this space

‒

Acxiom is going big with analytics as their value proposition

‒

IBM is knocking on our door to showcase their view of the future

‒

Service Level expectations evolve and DR solutions are becoming more important
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AIM Leadership and Organization
AIM’s Journey
AIM Capabilities for Asset Management
AIM’s Perspective on Information Layer & Technology
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AIM Leadership and Organization
AIM is a part of Abu Arif’s organization, which includes the AFICOMP Bank and Cash Solutions team and AFICOMP Information
Management. The AIM department has employees in Minneapolis, Phoenix and India and talent in abundance, with a team of about 60
people specializing in:
‒

Econometric Targeting

‒

Analytic Decision-Making

‒

Programming and Platform Management

Senior Leader

Econometrician

Director

Sr. Manager

Project
Manager

Project
Manager

Statistician

Analyst

Manager

Analyst

Analyst

AIM’s Journey
AIM has made significant progress against our Roadmap we and have focused on improving business performance and decision
making. Our competitors in the industry are beginning to clearly understand the importance of competing on analytics. To win, AIM
must continue to push ahead to further understand the AFICOMP “power alley,” where the most valuable insight exists for our
products, clients and advisors. Here is a look at the major AIM milestones since our inception:

July 2007
AIM begins testing
predictive analytics
capabilities in AAH

October 3, 2005
Spin-off: AIM is created
from AEFA’s GFS
Information Management

2005

2006

Dec 2008
AIM ‘s first recruits
in India

July 2008
AIM creates the
surveillance
analytics team

2007

July 2006
Marketing Lists and
basic infrastructure
in place for AIM

Sept 2008
List issues for several
marketing programs arise

April 2010
Opportunity Manger
piloted; National rollout to
AAG in May 2010

July 2009
Program Measurement
is piloted

2008

Jan 2009
AIM supports
Financial Planning
task force

December
2011
AIM Impact
grows to over
$30MM

February 2011
AIM India now 45%
of staff.

2009

August 2010
Opportunity
Manager rolled out
to AFG

2010

2011

June 2011
Compliance RP
Dashboard
implemented

January 2011
Uplift Infrastructure
April 2009
to Yavapai server
Quality of lists
produced consistently
over 98%

April 2013
Universal
Preference
Center
centralized view
of client optouts

June 2012
Managed
Account Net
Flows
Simulator

2012

2013

May 2012
Columbia
Management
product models

January 2012
Managed Account
Net Flows models
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March 2013
AAC uses
cluster
analysis for
client
segments

June 2012
Comprehensive
measurement of
RVS programs

September 2011
Program
Measurement
Phase 4 Delivered
to ELT

2014

April 2013
Customer
Relationship Survey
automation

December 2012
AAH Claims fraud
model project
begins
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AIM Capabilities for Asset Management
AIM is a knowledge expert with an
extremely broad base of AFICOMP
information – and we know how to
maximize it. We can add value and
support asset management
marketing and sales teams by:

Business
Planning

• Targeting using segmentation
and propensity models to identify
the best advisor, best message,
and best timing

• Forecasting (Future)
• Optimization (Future)
• Identifying Program Impact
Value (Future)

• Measurement to track
performance of marketing
strategies with the confidence of
valid test and learn plans
Similarly for wholesalers, AIM can
provide targeted contact lists
backed up with strong
measurement plans to provide solid
insights into what is working and not
working.
Once we build a knowledge base,
AIM can provide optimization tools
for planning and integrating contact
strategies.

Measurement
• Scientifically Valid Insights
and Ensuring Fair
Comparisons (Future)
• Past Program Measurement
(Future)
• Solid Test and Learn Plans
(Future)

Targeting
• Advisor Segmentation
(Future)
• Product Propensity Models
• Potentially List Execution
(Future)
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AIM’s Perspective on Information Layer & Technology
Data is one of the greatest assets for a company. When managed and analyzed properly, it transforms into a strategic
asset. AIM organizes existing historical data to provide forward looking insights to business that are actionable and
impactful. This will also provide the ability to connect the dots end to end (prospect to client to risk/value).

AIM Insurance Analytics Vision

71 Data Feeds

Transactional
Data
Operational
Data

Custom Predictive
Analytics

Internal
A&H Data

AIM Analytics
Data Mart
Rating & Scoring
Engine

External Data

Monitoring &
Feedback Mechanism
Other External
& AFICOMP
Data

End to end view with
forward looking insights

Strategic & Ad-Hoc
Analysis

Data
§
§
§
§

Accurate and reliable data – single source of the truth
Standard definitions of business metrics & documentation
Consistent historical snap shots of the data
Ability to access data on a timely manner

§ Ability to feed forward looking data elements

Business Applications
o
o
o
o
o

Rating & Pricing
Underwriting
Marketing
Customer Service
Claims

Business Strategy

Delivery Mechanism
§ Flawless execution of analytical results for business action
§ Simple integration of analytical algorithms to operational
systems
§ Ability to change analytical algorithms easily
§ Ability to record action and feedback in the data for tracking
and impact measurement
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